Dear Colleague,

Every year PSES is fortunate enough to support the research of dozens of researchers and students through various grants and scholarships. We have adopted the common practice, like other institutions of ensuring that this support is acknowledged.

We would therefore like to repeat our request that any publications detailing work that has benefited from PSES funds (including the Italian-funded projects; the Life project; PSES’s direct support to researchers; Porter post-doctoral fellows; and students receiving fellowships or research/travel grants) will carry the following acknowledgement:

“This research was supported by the Porter School of Environmental Studies at Tel Aviv University”. This applies to refereed journals and any other publications as well as to abstracts, posters, theses, reports and presentations.

Please send an updated list of titles of all relevant publications to Tami Singer-Limor (tamisi@post.tau.ac.il).

Wishing you continued fruitful research.